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Figure 15. Three modes of operation of a magnetron.

identical resonant circuits, all closely coupled,
resonate, not at two, but at three different
frequencies which differ very little in
frequency from each other. For each
frequency, there is one configuration or mode
of oscillation. For example, for three
frequencies, there are three configurations, as
shown in figure 15.

1-56. The radar magnetron should oscillate
in only one mode under operating conditions,
since the frequencies of these three modes are
generally different and the radar receiver can
be tuned to only one frequency at a time. If
the modes are widely separated in frequency,
it is easier to excite the mode desired. Since
mode three requires the least voltage and is
the most stable, it is generally used. This
mode in which a phase difference of 1800

exists between adjacent cavities is sometimes
called the 1T mode. Mode frequency separation
is accomplished by coupling the various
cavities more closely by means of conductive
connections between them. These
connections are known as straps, and the
method is known as strapping. A typical

30250-1-3-29

Figure 16. Strapping in a magnetron to obtain a
mode.

example of strapping for the 7r mode is shown
in figure 16. The dots indicate connections of
the straps to the alternate anode segments.

1-57. The practical uses of a magnetron are
discussed in the volume covering weather
radar sets. Now that we have a device to
produce high-frequency and high-powered
oscillations, the next problem confronting us
is type of conductor needed to transport
these oscillations from the transmitter
(magnetron) to the antenna, or from the
antenna to the receiver converter (including
the reflex klystron). At the RF frequencies at
which weather radar sets operate, the most
efficient RF transmission line is the
waveguide.

2. Waveguides
2-1. The reason for using special

transmission lines at microwave frequencies is
that the tendency for conductors to radiate
the energy they carry increases as the
frequency increases. This radiation effect
increases to a point where most of the energy
is radiated into space and practically none
reaches the antenna when a microwave signal
is applied to a two-wire line.

2-2. Coaxial line can be used for
microwave transmission even though the inner
conductor radiates energy. This energy is kept
within the confines of the outer and inner

30250-1-3-30

Figure 17. Cylindrical and rectangular waveguides.
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Figure 18. Breakdown paths of coaxial line and
waveguide.

conductors. But even the coaxial line has
some disadvantages. To overcome some of the
disadvantages of the coaxial line, a waveguide
is used. Before we discuss some of the
advantages and disadvantages of coaxial lines
and waveguides, look at figure 17 which
illustrates the most common types of
waveguide.

2-3. Waveguide Advantages. We know that
radiation from an open wire transmission line
is too great. Both the coaxial line and
waveguide reduce the radiation losses. Since
you studied coaxial transmission lines in the
EP (electronic principles) course at Chanute,
let's compare the coaxial line to the
waveguide for transmission of RF energy.

2-4. Dielectric loss. One of the major
reasons for signal attenuation in a coaxial line
is the leakage in the dielectric used to support
the inner conductor. However, since the
dielectric material has resistance, some of the
energy transmitted down the line is absorbed
by the insulator (dielectric).

2-5. The frequency of the transmitted
energy is the principal factor governing
dielectric loss. As the frequency increases, the
amount of electromagnetic energy absorbed
by the dielectric also increases. Therefore, the
dielectric loss is much higher at microwave
frequencies than at the lower radio
frequencies. Dielectric loss of energy is
eliminated in a waveguide since there is no
center conductor requiring a solid dielectric
support.

2-6. Skin effect loss. Whenever an
electromagnetic wave strikes a conductor, a
current is induced in that conductor, and,
since every conductor has some resistance,
energy is dissipated in the form of heat. The
amount of energy lost by electromagnetic
waves striking the conductor is directly
proportional to the effective resistance of the
conductor. If the resistance is high, the losses
in the conductor are also high. The effective
resistance of a conductor is determined by its
length, the cross-sectional area, and the
frequency of the energy being transmitted.

2-7. In a coaxial cable, the DC resistance
of the inner conductor is very small. However,
the cross-sectional area of the inner conductor
is smaller than the cross-sectional area of the
outer conductor, and, since the resistance of a
conductor is inversely proportional to the
cross-sectional area, the effective resistance of
the inner conductor is much higher than the
effective resistance of the outer conductor. As
the frequency of the transmitted energy is
increased, the effective resistance of the
conductor also increases. This is due to skin
effect, that is, energy at higher frequencies
travels along the surface or skin of a
conductor. Since this effect reduces the
available cross-sectional area, it also increases
the effective resistance.

2-8. The removal of the center conductor
in a coaxial line eliminates it as a cause of skin
effect loss. This, of course, converts tha
coaxial line into a waveguide. The inner
surface of the waveguide is large enough to
reduce the skin effect loss considerably.

2-9. High efficiency of transmission. Since
waveguide reduces or eliminates the three
disadvantages in the preceding discussion, it
provides a very efficient transmission line for
microwave energy. Waveguide eliminates the
radiation loss of the two-wire line and the
dielectric and inner conductor losses of the
coaxial cable. Therefore, signal frequencies
that exceed 2000 MHz are usually transmitted
to or from the ant-enna through waveguides.
However, a coaxial line is often used for
frequencies up to 2000 MHz and for slightly
higher frequencies. You will see the reason for
this when the disadvantages of waveguides are
discussed.

2-10. Power-handling ability. In any
system of transmission lines, the ability to
handle high power is usually limited by the
ability of the system to handle high voltages.
In a coaxial transmission line, the distance
between the inner and outer conductors and
the type of dielectric limits the ability to
handle high voltage. The larger the diameter
of the line, the greater the power-handling
capacity. If the diameter of the cable is too
small for a given transmitted power, the
voltage arcs from the center conductor to the
outer, ground, conductor.

2-11. However, a waveguide of the same
diameter will handle a higher voltage than the
coaxial line. You can see why by referring to
figure 18. Part A shows a coaxial line 'with a
distance d from center conductor to outer
conductor. As shown at B, the distance b for
a waveguide of the same outside diameter is
over twice that of the coaxial line. The
waveguide, therefore, can handle a much
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higher voltage and, consequently, a much
higher power than the coaxial line.

2 -12. Waveguide Disadvantages. The
coaxial line has a frequency above which its
losses become too great for practical use. The
waveguide, on the other hand, has a
frequency below which its losses become to
great for practical use. In the waveguide, the
frequency at which this occurs is known as
the cutoff frequency. At frequencies below
the cutoff frequency, the attenuation in
waveguides is much greater than for an
equivalent coaxial line.

2-13. In general, the cutoff frequency
varies inversely with the dimensions of the
waveguide. This relationship makes
waveguides practical at microwave frequencies
only. For example, in order to transmit
energy at a frequency of 300 MHz, a
waveguide more than 2 feet wide is required.
The physical size of such a waveguide makes
it impractical. At 3000 MHz, however, the
waveguide is only about 3 inches (7
centimeters) wide. This is a practical
dimension and may be handled with relative
ease. Since a waveguide passes only
frequencies above the cutoff frequency, its
use is limited to the microwave frequency
range because of practical dimension
considerations.

2-14. The cutoff frequency is different for
each mode and for different waveguide shapes
(such as rectangular or cylindrical). In the
rectangular waveguide the cutoff frequency is
that frequency whose wavelength is equal to
twice the width of the waveguide. Expressed
mathematically, the cutoff wavelength is

xc = 2B

where B is the width of the waveguide and AC
is the cutoff wavelength. The relationship
between cutoff wavelength and cutoff
frequency in a waveguide is

sx 10'te (me) = c(em)

Thus, if B is 3 em, AC is 6 em and the cutoff
frequency is

te = 3X
6
10' = 5000 MHz

2-15. Since cutoff occurs when the width
of a waveguide is below 0.5 wavelength, most
waveguides are made 0.7 wavelength in the
wide dimension to give a margin of safety
between the actual size and the size for cutoff.
The other dimension is the height and, similar
to the two-wire lines, is governed by the

voltage breakdown potential of the dielectric,
which is air or an inert gas. Widths of 0.2 to
0.5 wavelength are common.

2-16. Another disadvantage of the
waveguide is its installation. Waveguide
installations are often referred to as electrical
plumbing because the positioning and rigidity
that is required calls for installation
techniques well known to plumbers.

2-17. For energy to move from one end of
a waveguide to the other without causing
reflections, the size, shape, and dielectric
material of the waveguide are constant
throughout its entire length. Reflected waves
are energy that is transmitted into the
waveguide but is reflected back from the end
of the waveguide toward the oscillator instead
of being radiated into space. If the reflected
waves become too great, the transmitting
ability of the radar is decreased and they
could cause damage to the magnetron
oscillator. For this reason special bends,
twists, joints, and terminations are used when
installing waveguides. Most waveguides are
pressurized in order to keep moisture out and
to provide a better dielectric.

2-18. As a repairman, you will not be
designing waveguides; for this reason, most of
the theory on wave transmission in a
waveguide is omitted from this CDC. If you
have an interest in waveguide transmission,
AFM 52-8, Volume II, has a section devoted
to the subject.

2-19. One thing that we haven't mentioned
in this discussion of microwave oscillators and
waveguides is the frequency-determining
device. Remember from EP that a
frequency-determining device is one of the
basic requirements of an oscillator, and it
establishes the frequency at which the circuit
operates. A special device called a cavity
resonator is used as a frequency-determining
device at radar frequencies.

2-20. Refer to the chapter review exercises
in your Workbook and answer the items for
sections 1 and 2.

3. Cavity Resonators
3-1. In ordinary radio work, the

conventional resonant circuit consists of a coil
and a condenser that are connected either in
series or in parallel as shown in diagram A in
figure 19. To increase the resonant frequency,
it is necessary to decrease either the capacity
or the inductance or both. However, a
frequency is reached where the inductance is
a half turn coil and the capacity consists of
the stray capacity in the coil, as shown in
diagram B. At extremely high frequencies,
this resonant circuit consists of a coil about
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Figure 19. Development of resonant cavity.

an inch long and a quarter inch across. In this
circuit, the current handling capacity and
breakdown voltage for this spacing is low.

3-2. The current-carrying ability of a
resonant circuit may be increased by adding
half turn loops in parallel as shown in diagram
C in figure 19. This does not change the
resonant frequency appreciably because it
adds capacity in parallel, which lowers the
frequency; and adds inductance in parallel,
which increases the frequency. Since the
effect of each tends to cancel the other, the
frequency remains about the same.

3-3. In diagram D, several quarter
wavelength sections called Lecher lines are
shown in parallel. (Lecher lines are resonant
when they are near a quarter wavelength.)
When more and more loops are added in
parallel, as shown in diagram E, the assembly
eventually becomes a closed resonant box
that is a quarter wavelength in radius, or a
half wave in diameter. This box is called a
resonant cavity.

3-4. Q of a Resonant Cavity. A resonant
cavity displays the same resonant
characteristics as a tuned circuit composed of
a coil and condenser. In it there is a large
number of current paths. This means that the
resistance of the box to current flow is very
low and that the Q of the resonant circuit is
very high. While it is difficult to attain a Q of
several hundred in a coil of wire, it is fairly
easy to construct a resonant cavity with a Q
of many thousand. Although a cavity is as
efficient at low frequencies as it is at high
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Figure 20. Methods of tuning a resonant cavity.
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Figure 21. Cavity wavemeter.

frequencies, the large size required at low
frequencies prohibits its use of those
frequencies. For example, a one megahertz
resonant cavity would be a cylinder about
500 feet in diameter. However, when the
frequency is in the vicinity of 10,000
megahertz, the diameter of the cavity is only
0.6 inch. This makes the cavity smaller than a
conventional tuned circuit. Therefore,
equipment which operates at a frequency of
3000 MHz or above usually employs resonant
cavities as resonant circuits.

3-5. If there were no losses in the cavity,
the rf waves would bounce back and forth
between the end walls indefinitely. However,
just as in any resonant circuit, some energy is
lost during each cycle. Usually, a source of
microwave energy feeds the cavity

. continuously to overcome the losses. This is
done by the cycloiding electrons in a
magnetron and the bunched electrons in a
reflex klystron.

o o

o~------------~---------------o
A-ACTUAL LINE

~

o I_C__
LAND C MEASURED
THIS HALF FOR

~_Ic 0

THIS HALF IS THE SAME
SO CIRCUIT IS DUPLICATED

B-ELECTRICAL T CIRCUIT OF EACH HALF OF LINE

3-6. An important characteristic of any
tuned circuit, whether it is an ordinary LC
circuit or a resonant cavity, is its Q. The
circuit Q is the ratio between the amount of
energy stored in the circuit and the amount of
energy lost. A circuit with low losses has a
high Q. Thus, the Q is an indication of the
efficiency of the tuned circuit. The circuit Q
also gives an indication of the tuning
sharpness and the amount of impedance
change when the circuit (cavity) is off the
resonant frequency. A high Q means that the
circuit impedance changes a great deal off
resonance and consequently has a narrow
bandwidth. A low Q means that the circuit
impedance changes very little off resonance
and has a resultant broad bandwidth.

3-7. A cavity resonator has two values of
Q. One is known as the unloaded Q, which is
obtained when no energy is extracted from
the cavity. The unloaded Q depends on the
mode of operation and the size, shape, and

0---

I
I
I
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0

IC=CAPACITY PER SECTION
L= INDUCTANCE PER

SECTION
SECTIONS TOGETHERC-CIRCUIT OF 2

0------ -------0

D-CIRCUIT OF ARTIFICAL LINE
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Figure 22. Design of artificial transmission line.
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Figure 23. Delaying a pulse 10 microseconds with an
artificial line.

construction of the cavity. Typical values
range between 15,000 and 20,000-values
that are impossible to approach using
conventional LC circuits.

3-8. The second value is called the loaded
Q. This is the value taken when the cavity is
delivering energy to a load. In this case, the
power lost per cycle is naturally greater and
therefore the Q is greatly reduced. The actual
value of Q depends on the amount of the load
on the cavity. In any case, the cavity Q is
usually much higher than can be obtained
with conventional LC circuits.

3-9. Method of Tuning. Sometimes there is
a need to tune or change the frequency of a
resonant cavity. There are several methods of
doing this. One method of tuning a cavity to a
different resonant frequency is to vary the
size of the cavity with a plunger. This method
is shown in part A of figure 20. In the simple
case illustrated, the position of the end wall
of the cavity is changed and oscillations at
different frequencies occur as the plunger is
moved back and forth. The frequency of the
cavity increases as the plunger decreases the
size of the cavity.

3-10. Another method used to tune a
cavity is to introduce a tuning screw into it.
Essentially, the screw acts as a variable
capacitance inserted at a point of maximum
electrical field strength, as shown in part B in
figure 20. As the capacitance is increased by

turning the .screw out of the cavity, the
resonant frequency is decreased.

3-11. Still another method of tuning a
resonant cavity is to introduce a metal slug
into it. When you place the slug at a point of
maximum electric field intensity, as shown in
part C, it shortens and intensifies the elect!ic
field lines. This increases the effective
capacitance and lowers the frequency. If you
place the slug at a point of maximum
magnetic field strength, as shown in part D, it
lengthens the magnetic field lines. This
decreases the effective inductance and
increases the resonant frequency of the
cavity.

3-12. Practical Applications. The most
obvious application of the resonant cavity is a
high-Q tank circuit for a microwave
frequency. With the cavity employed as a
tank circuit for a microwave oscillator, such
as a magnetron or reflex klystron, a stable and
reliable microwave signal source is obtained.

3-13. Another application of a resonant
cavity is for det.ermining the overall system
performance of a radar set. In this application
the cavity is called an echo box. The echo box
is a high-Q resonant cavity that is used to
store energy from the main pulse of the radar
transmitter. After the main pulse has ended,
the echo box delivers the stored energy to the
radar receiver.

3-14. Another application of the cavity
resonator is as a microwave wavemeter. A
typical cavity wavemeter circuit is shown in
figure 21. The operation of this type of
wavemeter depends on the fact that the
maximum power transmitted through a cavity
is obtained at resonance. Thus, the indicating
meter reads maximum when the wavemeter
cavity is tuned to the same frequency as the
signal being measured. If the cavity frequency
is accurately calibrated, it is a highly selective
and accurate means of measuring microwave
frequencies.

3-15. In addition to the waveguides and
resonant cavities used to generate, test, and
transmit radar frequencies, there is also a need
for artificial transmission lines in weather
radar sets. What are artificial transmission
lines? How are they used? These questions we
answer in the next section.

4. Artificial Transmission Lines
4-1. If you will remember, rf transmission

lines charge as they carry the initial rf energ-y
from the transmitter to the antenna or from
the antenna. to the receiver. This charging
action takes time and gives the transmission
line a delay characteristic that can be useful in
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Figure 24. Charging artificial transmission line.
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a radar set. However, actual transmission lines
are long and bulky. For this reason artificial
lines are used because they possess all the
characteristics of actual lines without the bulk
and physical length of an actual line. Artificial
lines are constructed by first determining the
capacity and inductance needed for the
desired line and then constructing the line
with equivalent lumped inductors and
capacitors. The result is an electrically
equivalent but physically different line.

4-2. Part A, of figure 22 shows an actual
two-wire line in two sections. Part B shows
the equivalent circuit for each section with
the component values as indicated. Since both
sections have identical characteristics, the two
can be joined, as shown in part C. The final
circuit, shown in part D, lumps the inductive
and capacitive characteristics of each section
and forms the artificial transmission line. The
artificial line performs just as an actual line,
but does not occupy as much space.

4-3. Introducing Delay. In any line, time is
required for a voltage change to travel the
length of a line. This time characteristic
makes it possible to delay the transfer of a
voltage change in its travel from one circuit to
another. The artificial line shown in figure 23
provides a means of delaying a pulse voltage
10 microseconds. This line is constructed with
an inductance of 0.5 millihenry and a
capacity of 0.05 microfarads in each of the
two sections. To compute the time for a
voltage change to move through an artificial
line, use the following equation:

Td=N~

where Td is the time delay in seconds for the
entire line, N is the number of sections, L is
the inductance per section in henries, and C is
the capacitance per section in farads.

4-4. The following computation calculates
the delay time of the artificial line in figure
23.
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Td 2 ,)0.5 X 10-3 X 0.05 X 10 •

2 -J 25 X 10 12

2 X 5 X 10-6

10 microseconds

4-5. The AN/TPQ-ll cloud height radar
set uses a 10 microsecond time delay between
the time base generator and the sweep circuit.
The delay matches the sweep start time to the
transmit start time. Besides being able to
delay a transient wave, artificial transmission
lines are used as pulse lines.

4-6. Pulse Lines. Another phenomenon of
artificial transmission lines is the way that the
lines charge and discharge when a DC voltage
is applied to them. When DC is applied to an
artificial transmission line that is terminated
in an open circuit and in which the source
impedance is matched to the line impedance,
half the source voltage appears across the line
impedance at the instant the battery is
connected to the line. (The other half is
dropped across the source impedance.) This
produces a change in voltage across the line.
This voltage change charges the line as it
travels down the line. When the voltage
change reaches the open end, the voltage is

I , I I
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reflected back along the line. All capacitors
charge to half the battery voltage when the
voltage travels down the line and to full
battery voltage when the voltage is reflected
back. When all capacitors have been charged
to a value equal to the battery voltage,
current stops flowing from the battery. If you
view these voltage changes with an
oscilloscope, the waveshapes appear as shown
in figure 24. Note that the voltage at the
sending end requires two "steps" to reach the
applied voltage and that the end of the line
reaches the applied voltage in a single "step."
Be sure to notice the time differences for each
of the voltage waveshapes.

4-7. When this line is discharged into a
resistance equal to its characteristic
impedance, the output is a square wave that
has a constant amplitude and a duration equal
to twice the time required for the pulse to
travel the length of the line. The amplitude is
equal to half the charge voltage because the
line discharges through its own impedance
and the load impedance (ZR), which are
connected in series. This discharge produces a
drop of voltage which immediately travels
down the line and back to the starting place,
as show-n at the top of figure 25. Since the
end of the line is open, the reflection is in
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Figure 25. Discharging a pulse line through ZR .
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Figure 26. Block diagram showing pulse line used in radar transmitter circuits,

phase and discharges the line as it travels
back. The output voltage across the load
impedance (ZR) is equal to half the charge
voltage and lasts twice the time of travel on
the line.

4-8. Usually, pulse lines are constructed to
generate a square wave. When the number of
sections (N) and Land C for each section are
known, the time duration of the output
square pulse, Tp, is equal to

Tp= 2N~

4-9. When an artificial line is not
terminated in its characteristic impedance
(Zo), several trips (reflections) are required
for complete discharge. This means that
discharge cannot be completed in a single
round trip. When ZR is small, the change that
is reflected not only cancels the voltage left
on the line, but also recharges the line to a
smaller voltage in the opposite direction,
producing an oscillatory output waveshape, as
shown in the middle oscilloscope picture of
figure 25.

4-10. When ZR is large, the amplitude of
the pulse is large, but it is followed by several
smaller steps called tails. These tails exist
because the line does not discharge
completely during the first trip and more trips
are necessary for complete discharge. The
lower oscilloscope picture of figure 25
illustrates the effects of a large ZR .

4-11. To calculate Z, for an artificial line,
use the formula

where Land C are calculated for one section.
4-12. Use of Artificial Lines. An artificial

transmission line, used as a pulse line, can
produce square pulses several thousand volts
in amplitude. Figure 26 is a simplified

drawing of a pulse line for a radar transmitter.
The 4000-volt power supply charges the line;
the series diode prevents the line from
discharging through the power supply. When
the switch is closed, a I-microsecond,
2000-volt pulse is generated across the
primary of the step-up transformer. The
14,000-volt pulse developed across the
secondary is the cathode voltage for the
magnetron transmitter. During the time the
cathode voltage is applied (one microsecond),
a I-mtcroeecond pulse of rf energy is
produced. The AN/TPQ-ll and AN/FPS-77
radar sets use pulse lines in their modulator
sections to produce the pulses to excite their
magnetron oscillators.

4-13. While you still have pulse lines and
magnetrons fresh in your mind, this would be

_a good time to discuss some of the radar
principles involving pulse amplitude
modulation that are controlled by these
devices.

5. Pulse Amplitude Modulation
5-1. When we discuss the technical

characteristics of any radar set, there are four
basic characteristics that you should know:
transmit frequency, pulse repetition
frequency (PRF), pulse width (PW) and
power output. Let's see how these
characteristics are tied together in a radar
system.

5-2. Transmit Frequency. One of the
primary considerations given to radar
transmitter frequency is the size of the object
the set is designed to detect. The lower the
frequency, the larger the reflective object
must be in order to detect it. The AN/CPS-9
operates in 9300 megahertz frequency range
(3 centimeter or X-band). This set is capable
of detecting light rain. On the other hand the
AN/FPS-77 operates between 5450 and 5650
megahertz (6 centimeter or C-band), which is
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Figure 27. Relation of radar characteristics to one
another during operating cycle.

not likely to detect light rain. The
AN/TPQ-ll cloud height radar operates in
35,000 megahertz frequency range (1
centimeter or Ka-band). At this frequency the
AN/TPQ-ll is capable of detecting ice
crystals that are difficult to detect with the
naked eye.

5-3. Another factor to consider when
determining a carrier frequency is the
effective range. As the carrier frequency
increases, the power required to transmit the
energy must be increased. Consider the
AN/TPQ-ll; its range is approximately
60,000 feet (10 nautical miles) and its peak
transmit power is 140 kilowatts at 35,000
megahertz. On the other hand, the
AN/FPS-77 has a range of approximately 200
nautical miles and a peak transmit power of
300 kilowatts at 5500 megahertz. The range
of the AN/FPS-77 is about twenty times that
of the AN/TPQ-ll, but requires only a little
more than twice the power. Another factor to
consider is the pulse width.

5-4. Pulse Width. Pulse width (PW) is the
time duration that the transmitter
(magnetron) is turned on during each
transmission. The minimum range at which a
target can be detected is determined largely
by the width of the transmitted pulse. If a
target is so close to the transmitter that the
echo is returned to the receiver before the
transmitter is turned off, the reception of the
echo is obviously masked by the transmitting
pulse.

5-5. The sweep time base of a radar set is
fixed. That is, the sweep represents 490 feet
of distance per microsecond of transmit time.
The AN/FPS-77 has a 2-microsecond PW;
therefore, the receiver is saturated by the
transmit pulse for 980 feet at the start of the
sweep. In practical operation, the minimum
range is a little longer than 980 feet because

of the recovery time of the receiver. The
minimum range of the AN/TPQ-ll with its
0.5-microsecond PW is about 250 feet. As you
can see, the pulse width establishes the
minimum range at which range measurements
can be made. What about maximum range?
What factors determine the maximum range
of a radar set? Some of the answers are in the
following paragraphs.

5-6. Pulse Repetition Frequency.
Assuming that the' radar set has enough
power, what then limits its maximum range?
In order for radar to detect and measure the
range of an object accurately, only one pulse
must be transmitted and given time to return
before another pulse is transmitted. The
number of pulses that are transmitted in 1
second is called the pulse repetition frequency
(PRF). The PRF of the AN/FPS-77 is 324
pulses per second (PPS). Dividing 1 second of
time by 324 results i.11 3086 microseconds
between pulses-the pulse repetition time.
Since the A..N/FPS-77 has a maximum range
of 200 nautical miles and radar energy travels
at 2 nautical miles per 12.4 microseconds,
you can see that 3086 microseconds is more
than enough time to allow a transmitted pulse
to make the 400-mile round trip-200 miles
out and 200 miles back to measure the
distance to a target 200 miles away. Our next
step is to tie some of these radar
characteristics together so that you can see
their relation to each other.

5-7. Power Relation. A radar transmitter
generates radio-frequency energy in the form
of extremely short pulses. It is turned off
between these radiated pulses for
comparatively long intervals. The useful
power of the transmitter is that contained in
the radiated pulses and is termed the "peak
power" of the system. Power is normally
measured as an average value over a relatively
long period of time. Since the transmitter is
resting for a long time in comparison to its
transmitting time, the average power is low
compared to its peak power. The wider the
pulse width, the higher the average output of
the transmitter for a given PRF. This relation
is expressed as follows:

Average power
Peak power

pulse width
pulse repetition time

5-8. The operating cycle of the radar
transmitter is the time from the beginning of
one pulse to the beginning of the next pulse,
shown as pulse repetition time in figure 27,A.
Either ratio (or side) of the preceding
equation is also equal to the duty cycle,
which is another way of describing the ratio
of time that the transmitter is operating.
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5-9. Assume that a radar transmitter is
operating at a PRF of 500 pulses per secon.d
and the pulse width is 2 microseconds. ThIS
means that there are 2000 microseconds
(1,000,000/500) from the start of one pulse
until the start of the next pulse. The duty
cycle is then 0.001, which is computed as
follows:

PW
Duty cycle = T 2 X 10-6

= 0.001
2,000 X 10-6

5-10. The duty cycle is also equal to the
ratio between the average power and the peak
power. In figure 27,B, the average power is
0.2 kilowatt, and the peak power is 200
kilowatts. The duty cycle is computed as
follows:

pave 0.2 X 103

Duty cycle = -P-- = 200 X 103 = 0.001
peak

For 2 microseconds, then, the transmitter is
putting out 200 kilowatts of power, and for
the next 1998 microseconds it is resting. It
follows then that the average power is equal
to the peak power multiplied by the duty
cycle:

Average power = peak power X duty cycle

5-11. High peak power is needed for a
strong echo at the maximum range of the
equipment. Low average power enables the
transmitter tubes and circuit components to
be made smaller and more compact. Thus, it
is advantageous to have a low duty cycle. The
peak power that can be developed is
dependent upon the interrelation between the
average power, the pulse width, the pulse
repetition time, and/or duty cycle. In this
CDC, these equations are used to compute the
various transmitting powers of the weather
radar sets.

5-12. It is very important to have the
proper waveshaping networks in weather
radar and other equipment. To check to see
that the desired signal is being applied to any
location in the system, a test instrument
called the oscilloscope is used.

6. Oscilloscope and Synchroscope
Analysis

6-1. Cathode ray tubes (CRTs) are used
with associated circuits to study voltage
waveforms and general characteristics of
various electrical impulses. The signal to be
studied is fed to the cathode ray tube to
produce a waveform on the CRT screen.
Instantaneous voltage values of the input
signal are measured along the vertical axis,

and time is measured along the horizontal
axis. The circuits used to produce these
presentations are called display systems. The
oscilloscope is a basic display system.

6-2. Basic Oscilloscope. The basic
oscilloscope consists of six sections. These are
shown as blocks in figure 28.

6-3. To present the voltage waveform of an
input signal on a cathode ray oscilloscope, it
is usually necessary to increase the amplitude
of the signal. Small voltages (for example, a
1-volt peak-to-peak signal) fed to the
deflection system of the cathode ray tube do
not result in a measurable deflection of the
electron beam. Therefore, the first circuit to
which the input signal is fed is the vertical
deflection amplifier. This section amplifies
the signal so that it covers a good portion of
the face of the cathode ray tube. The vertical
amplifier consists of one or more stages of
amplification, depending on the voltage
requirements of the deflection system of the
cathode ray tube. If the input signal is
observed on the face of the CRT without
simultaneously applying a signal on the
horizontal deflection plates, all that you see is
a spot moving up and down that appears to be
a vertical line. To analyze the signal with
respect to time, it is necessary to have a
reference (time base) to compare to the input
signal.

6-4. The time base circuit generates a
saw-tooth-shaped voltage that increases
linearly with respect to time. This voltage is
amplified and applied to the horizontal
deflection plates of the CRT. In turn, this
sweep voltage causes the electron beam to
move across the face of the tube horizontally
and then return rapidly to its initial position.
Since the time base voltage is a linear function
of time, the input signal is shown as a graph
of voltage plotted against time. The frequency
of the time base voltage can be set at
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Figure 28. Block diagram of a basic oscilloscope.
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one-third the frequency of the input signal by
controls on the oscilloscope. This results in
the presentation of three cycles of the input
signal to one sweep; that is, three complete
cycles of the input signal are seen on the face
of the CRT. To provide sufficient voltage so
that the length of the horizontal trace can be
adjusted to fill any portion of the screen, the
time base sweep signal voltage is amplified.

6-5. The horizontal deflection amplifier
amplifies the time base signal before it is
coupled to the horizontal deflection plates.
This time base signal need not come from a
special time base generator. In many cases,
the 60-Hz AC supply of the oscilloscope or
some other type of external signal is used
instead of the time base circuitry. The
horizontal amplifier stages are generally very
similar in construction to the vertical
amplifier. To make certain that the
combination of the sweep voltage output
from the horizontal amplifier and the signal
voltage from the vertical amplifier produces a
steady trace on the face of the CRT,
synchronizing circuits must be used.

6-6. The synchronization stages lock the
sweep voltage from the time base circuits to
the input signal from the vertical amplifier.
To accomplish this, part of the input signal
that is fed to the vertical amplifier is routed
through the synchronizing circuits to the time
base generator.

6-7. An electrostatic cathode ray tube is
the display element of the oscilloscope. It
displays maximum or peak-to-peak voltages in
contrast to a multimeter which measures
effective values. The deflection voltages from
the vertical and horizontal amplifiers are fed
to the CRT deflection plates, and a trace is
produced. Included in the CRT section are
various circuits for positioning, focusing, and
intensifying the electron beam. The elements
of the CRT electron gun, as well as the
circuits just discussed, receive their operating
voltages from the power supply.

6-8. The power supply is the source of
operating voltages for all sections of the
oscilloscope. For use on domestic commercial
power lines and on military power sources,
the step-up transformer of the power supply
is designed to work on 115- to 125-volt, 50-
to 60-Hz AC power. In general, at least two
voltages are required: a high voltage (1000 to
1500 volts) for the cathode ray tube and a
low voltage (300 to 450 volts) for the other
tubes and circuits. In addition to the basic
oscilloscope, there are some variations in
oscilloscope circuitry to improve its
performance capability.

6-9. Variations of the Basic Oscilloscope.

The basic oscilloscope, shown in the block
diagram of figure 28, can be used to analyze
only the simplest waveforms. For more
advanced analysis, other circuits must be
added. For example, if you wish to observe
pulses with an irregular recurrence rate, the
sweep circuits of the oscilloscope must be
changed to give a sweep voltage at irregular
intervals that correspond to the recurrence
rate of the pulse signal. Otherwise, the sweep
trace is not steady and waveshape analysis is
impossible. To accomplish this, triggered
sweep circuits are added.

6-10. Triggered sweep system. This system
is a sweep generator that furnishes either a
periodic or a nonperiodic time base voltage.
The generator does not operate until an
external signal, called the trigger signal, is fed
to it. In many cases, the signal to be observed
serves as the trigger signal. In some cases, the
signal occurs at regular intervals; the signal
upsets the operating balance existing L1'1 the
sweep generator; and the resulting sweep is
periodic. If it is not fed at the regular intervals
(for example, an irregular recurring pulse), the
resulting sweep appears as an aperiodic sweep.

6-11. Triggered sweeps are also used in
other oscilloscopes to observe irregularly
occurring pulses. In these oscilloscopes, there
is a sweep voltage only when the signal to be
observed appears. In pulse applications where
the pulse is usually of interest rather than the
interval between pulses, the pulse signal
triggers the sweep system so that only the
pulse is shown on the face of the CRT.

6-12. To make the pulse even more
outstanding, the electron beam of the CRT
can be kept at a low intensity until the pulse
arrives at the oscilloscope. When the pulse
arrives, the intensity of the beam is increased
so that it sweeps across the screen and leaves a
bright trace. The circuit that accomplishes
this action is called a Z-axis or intensity
modulation circuit.

6-13. Z-axis circuit. In actual operation of
the Z-axis circuit, either a positive signal is fed
to the control grid or a negative signal is fed
to the cathode of the cathode ray tube. This·
Z-axis signal changes the bias of the tube that
results in a change in the density of the
electron beam. This makes a brighter signal
display at the instant that a pulse is received.

6-14. One of the most common uses of the
Z-axis circuit is that of blanking (eliminating)
the time base retrace. Initially, the electron
beam of the CRT sweeps across the screen in
one direction, either at normal or increased
intensity. After the beam reaches the end of
its trace, it returns quickly to the starting
position. During this return, or retrace, the
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Figure 29. Block diagram of a typical synchroscope.

Z-axis circuit increases the negative bias in the
tube. The increased bias cuts off the CRT,
and the retrace is blanked out.

6-15. Delay networks. These are circuits
that delay the input signal before it reaches
the vertical deflection plates. Delaying the
signal permits the time base voltage to start
the sweep before the input signal is
superimposed upon it. This action is
important in the observation of pulses and
transients, where it is necessary to follow the
complete amplitude variation of the input
signal. By having the sweep start before the
input signal is shown, none of the input signal
waveform is lost.

6-16. Basic Synchroscope. The
synchroscope is an oscilloscope designed
especially to study short duration periodic
and aperiodic pulses by means of fast sweeps.
The name synchroscope applies to
oscilloscopes in which the sweep is generated
only when a synchronizing signal is present.
This signal can be from an external or an
internal source. Several calibrated sweep

HORIZONTAL
POSITIONING

speeds are available for making precise
measurements.

6-17. The data processing stages in a
typical synchroscope are shown in figure 29.
Note that the signal to be observed is routed
through the impedance selector and a
coupling amplifier where the signal path
splits. The main signal path is to the right, and
the sweep signal path is to the bottom of the
diagram .. From the coupling amplifier, the
signal is applied to a delay network and on to
the signal attenuator. The output signal from
the attenuator is applied to the vertical
amplifier, where the output is boosted
sufficiently to cause a visible deflection of the
beam on the CRT screen. The sweep signal
path components are used to insure that a
sweep is present on the CRT screen at the
same time as the input signal. These
components are the sync pulse amplifier, the
start-stop sweep generator, and the sweep
amplifier. The starting position of the trace
(both in the horizontal and vertical planes) is
controlled by position controls physically
located on the face of the synchroscope.
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6-18 .. Vertical (signal) channel. The pulse
to be observed is applied to the signal input
terminal of the vertical channel. If this pulse
is large, an attenuator probe is inserted
between the signal source and the input signal
terminal. The probe acts as a voltage divider.
A typical voltage reduction ratio between the
tip of the probe and the signal input terminal
is10to1.

6-19. The input impedance selector is a
device that is used to match the output
impedance of the signal source to the input
impedance of the coupling amplifier. An
attenuator is associated with this control to
provide step reductions of the signal voltage
while maintaining a constant input
impedance.

6-20. The negative pulse is fed to the
control grid of the coupling amplifier. The
coupling amplifier serves two functions. First,
it operates as a cathode follower, providing an
impedance match for the low-impedance
input to the delay network. The negative
pulse is taken at the cathode without
amplification. A potentiometer is used instead
of a fixed cathode resistor. By changing the
setting of this potentiometer, the vertical
image size is controlled. Second, the coupling
amplifier supplies a positive pulse to the
synchronizing pulse amplifier when internal
sync is used. The positive pulse is obtained in
the plate circuit of the coupling amplifier and
coupled through the INT-EXT sync switch.
This positive pulse is used to trigger the sweep
start-stop multivibrator in the horizontal
channel.

6-21. The .negative pulse taken at the
cathode of the coupling amplifier is applied to
a delay network. The delay network is an
artificial transmission line which prevents the
pulse from causing a vertical deflection of the
electron beam until shortly after the sweep
has started. A typical delay time is Vz
microsecond.

6-22. The signal attenuator, through which
the delayed pulse is fed to the vertical
amplifier, is a tapped voltage divider. It
controls the amount of signal voltage input
to the vertical amplifier.

6-23. The vertical amplifier usually
consists of several stages of amplification in
which frequency (video) compensation is
used. The relative response of the vertical
channel must be wide enough to pass square
waves of short duration. A typical vertical
channel has a uniform frequency response
from about 20 Hertz to 4 MHz. The push-pull
output of the vertical amplifier is applied to

both vertical deflection plates to give
balanced deflection.

6-24. With the control switches in the
positions shown in figure 29, the horizontal
channel consists of a synchronizing pulse
amplifier, a start-stop multivibrator (used as a
sweep generat.or), a sweep amplifier, and both
horizontal deflection plates. A voltage applied
to one horizontal deflection plate provides
horizontal positioning.

6-25. Horizontal (sweep) channel. Two
t.ypes of sync signal input are available for use
at the input of the horizontal channel. A
positive pulse derived from the signal input
may be taken from the coupling amplifier, or
some external sync may be applied by means
of the external sync input terminal. An
attenuator probe may be used to reduce the
amplitude of the external sync voltage.

6-26. With the switch in the internal sync
position, a positive pulse is coupled from the
plate of the coupling amplifier in the vertical
channel to the synchronizing pulse amplifier.
Here, it is amplified and shaped so that a
sharp negative pulse appears at the output.
The size of this pulse is controlled by a
variable potentiometer in the cathode circuit
of the amplifier.

6-27. A typical sweep generator is a
start-stop multivibrator. This circuit is
activated by the negative pulse from the sync
pulse amplifier. The sweep generator changes
states only when it is triggered by a negative
pulse. In some types of synchroscopes, a
separate internal generator is provided. The
sweep generator serves two functions. First, a
sweep voltage is generated and fed to the
sweep amplifier. Second, an unblanking pulse
is produced which is applied to the control
grid of the cathode-ray tube. This permits the
trace to be visible only for the time of the
sweep. The sweep speed is controlled in the
output circuit.

6-28. Sometimes, a free-running sawtooth
generator is provided so that the instrument
can be used as a general test oscilloscope.
Usually, the free-running sweep generator
cannot be used with aperiodic pulses.
However, it can be synchronized with a
periodic pulse. A typical sawtooth frequency
range is 10 to 50,000 Hz.

6-29. The output of the sweep generator is
applied to the sweep amplifier. This is a
paraphrase amplifier that provides two
amplified sweep voltages of opposite polarity.
These voltages are applied to opposite
horizontal deflection plates of the CRT,
producing balanced deflection of the electron
beam.

6-30. The CRT is usually an electrostatic
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Figure 30. Oscilloscope presentation.

type CRT. A typical tube has a phosphorous
screen which produces a green trace of
medium persistence. For easy portability, a
tube with a face diameter as small as 2 inches
can be used. Generally, face diameters range
from 2 to 7 inches in test oscilloscopes.

6-31. Circuit Measurement. The
oscilloscope (synchroscope) is very useful in
the measurement of pulse amplitude,
duration, rise and decay time, and frequency.
Most oscilloscopes have a calibrated grid over
the face of the CRT. The grid usually contains
40 blocks, I-centimeter square, as illustrated
in figure 30. To determine the frequency of a
periodic wave, you need to know the time
from a point or the start of one pulse to the
same point or the start of the next pulse. In

figure 30, there are 6 centimeters from one
pulse to the next. Next, you need to know
the speed of the sweep per centimeter. This
speed is multiplied by 6. The sweep time per
centimeter is usually labeled on the horizontal
sweep control. For our discussion, assume the
sweep control is set for a sweep rate of 5
microseconds per centimeter. This gives a 30
microsecond time period in figure 30. To
determine the frequency, the equation

F = -1..
T

is used. For our problem the frequency is
33.333 kilohertz.

6-32. To find the amplitude of the signal
in figure 30, you must know two things-the
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input attenuator setting and the attenuation
of the probe. Let's assume the input
attenuator is set on 5 and the probe has a 10
to 1 attenuation. Since the signal on the CRT
is 1 centimeter high, simply multiply 5 (input
attenuator) X 10 (probe attenuator X
1(centimeter on CRT) 50 volts in
amplitude. To measure amplitude, the
waveform must be within the vertical grids.

6-33. There are times when the rise and
decay time of a signal is important. The rise
time is the time required for the voltage to
rise on the waveshape as from A to B in figure
30. The decay time is the time required for
the voltage to go back to the base line, from C

to D in figure 30. With the sweep rate set to 5
microseconds per centimeter, the rise time of
the pulse in figure 30 is 1 microsecond and
the decay time is 3 microseconds.

6-34. As you can see, the oscilloscope is a
useful piece of test equipment. In order to use
it to the best advantage you must know how
to operate the "sweep" properly. Read the
instructions for the type "scope" you have in
the shop, and practice waveshape
measurement on the equipment until you are
confident that you can use the oscilloscope
properly. When you have located a defective
circuit component with the oscilloscope, the
next step is to replace the faulty component.
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